Human Resource Management Series

WinCom
Medical
for Windows

An additional module in
WinCom Payroll
It provides you with the ability
to keep track of each employee’s
medical entitlement, medical
expenses and health history. It’s
also track the total medical
expenses incurred and medical
chits given by each clinic for
accurate cross reference.

Human Resource Management Series

Introducing The Best Solution for Your
Medical Expenses & Health History
WinCom presents you with the an additional tools in the WinCom Payroll. It provides you with the ability
to keep track of each employee’s medical entitlement, medical expenses and health history. t’s also track
the total medical expenses incurred and medical chits given by each clinic for accurate cross reference.
If medical leave is taken, you have an option to update the frequency of medical leave automatically to
the employee’s leave management file. It also allows you to post the medical claim for payroll
processing.

Features

* Reports  Analysis reports provides medical

information on:
* Medical Type  Unlimited userdefined
* Medical Scheme  Unlimited userdefined to

allows the identification of criteria for the

 Personal / Dependant medical claims and balance
 Medical cost statement
 Medical cost for each employee

determination of employee’s medical entitlement
* Panel Doctor  Provides a flexibility to keep

track of available list of clinic and panel doctors
* Family Members  A list of medical benefits for

dependants (if applicable)
* Medical Management  Keep track of personal

and dependants medical history records.
* Medical Transaction  Keeps medical records

Minimum Hardware Requirement
* Intel® Pentium® 1.0GHz or higher processor
* Memory: 256MB (512MB recommended)
* Hardisk: 10GB
* Windows 98 or later
* NT Server or Novell Netware
* Printer: Laser or Dot Matrix

and claims of each employee for each month
and option to update the medical leave record to

WinCom

employee’s leave management file easily.

All features described are subject to changes without

* Post to Payroll  Option to post medical claims

for payroll processing.
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